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opinion
Heating and plumbing
contractors to form
national federation
he groundswell of disquiet and concern among heating
and plumbing contractors across the entire country has
finally reached critical mass. A nationwide movement
has now emerged which will see the establishment of regional
representative heating and plumbing contractor associations
over the coming months.
Cork is already well organised and, as we went to press,
Dublin contractors met in Morans Red Cow Hotel to decide
how best to proceed. A capacity attendance of 350 people
participated in the meeting with an interim committee chairing
and hosting the gathering.
Over a period of an hour and a half views and opinions on
all matters relating to the heating and plumbing sector were
expressed, the overall consensus being that there were
serious issues which needed to be addressed.
A unanimous show of hands gave the interim committee
the mandate to proceed to the next stage. They will convene
a further general meeting shortly, at which they will present
proposals for the formation of the association and the election
of officers and a committee.
In the interim they intend to meet with the Cork Alliance of
Heating & Plumbing Contractors, and also enter discussions
with groups of contractors in Waterford, Limerick and Clonmel
who are in the process of setting up regional representative
associations.
More encouraging still is the fact that they have all
confirmed their intention to affiliate to a National Heating
& Plumbing Contractor Federation so that the industry can
finally speak with the one voice. I
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News and Products

Armitage Shanks Washrooms Facelift
Armitage Shanks has introduced a new range of products designed to change
the face of commercial washrooms. It includes rimless pans, basins, taps and
mixers, new wall hung WCs and contemporary grab rails, along with a full range
of complementary taps and
mixers.
The new products have been
designed around market changes
and new demands which address
requirements for water efficiency,
safety and hygiene. For instance,
the rimless pans feature
innovative low-flush rimless
technology that only requires
4.5 litres of water.
Further new designs include
basins such as the new Contour
21 which includes a back-outlet
basin in 50cm and 60cm, the
new Portman 21 bottom-outlet
Style and elegance are the main features of the
new Contour 21 range of washroom products
basin in 40cm, 50cm and 60cm,
and the Contour accessible basin from Armitage Shanks.
for wheelchair users available in 55cm and 60cms.
Gerard Walsh, Managing Director for Ideal Standard said: “We are extremely
excited and proud of our latest products; it cements our commitment to finding
new ways to develop innovative products that support commercial washroom
requirements in terms of hygiene, function, water saving and design.”

Young Lighter and Irish Lighter
Awards 2010
There was an excellent response to this year’s Young Lighter and Irish Lighter Awards
– sponsored by Enlighten, part of the Fantasy Lights Group – with the number of
submissions, and their quality, reflecting the growing importance of lighting in respect
of sustainable and energy-efficient building services solutions.
The adjudication process is now underway with the shortlisted finalists preparing their
more detailed submissions which are due in by mid-August. Thereafter, each of the
judges will individually and collectively formally assess the entries, marking them
according to the set criteria.
For the final stage in the assessment process each of the entrants will present their
submissions to the judges in DIT Kevin Street on Thursday 30 September 2010, after
which the final marks will be given and the totals calculated. The judges will then have
a short private meeting and decide on the overall winners, before the awards are
presented.

2
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Humidity/
temperature/
dew point
transmitter
The Series RHP-W wallmount humidity/temperature/
dew point transmitter from
Manotherm is one of the
most versatile transmitters
on the market. The housing
is stylish but also well
vented to provide airflow
across the sensor to
improve accuracy.
An optional LCD display
can be integral to the
transmitter, or a remote
display can be ordered for
building balancing or LEED
validation. The LCD display
indicates the ambient
temperature, along with the
humidity or dew
point.
The transmitter
also has internal
dip switches to
select the
temperature
engineering units
and, whether the
transmitter
outputs humidity or dew
point.
The humidity and dew
point are measured using a
capacitive polymer sensor
that completely recovers
from 100% saturation. The
humidity and dew point can
have either a current or
voltage output, while the
optional temperature output
can be a current, voltage,
RTD or thermistor. To reduce
service costs the sensors are
field replaceable.
Contact: Bob Gilbert,
Robert Gilbert or Conor
Stead, Manotherm.
Tel: 01 – 452 2355;
email: info@manotherm.ie
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News and Products

Nuaire – the air of
true innovators
The Nuaire team is
dedicated to spreading
Nuaire knowledge and

expertise throughout all
sectors of the industry.
It comprises dedicated

representatives who pride
themselves on building
and developing long-term,
mutually-beneficial
relationships with clients
within the commercial and
residential .
Their expertise covers

Steve Martin, Commercial
Consultant Manager
m: 086 044 8355

Thomas Fynes, Commercial
Sales Manager
m: 086 044 8363

Conor Hickey, Residential
Sales Manager
m: 086 044 8358

all sectors – commercial,
healthcare, education and
residential – and they
deliver ventilation
solutions to accurately
reflect the needs of
commercial clients and
the discerning home
builder. The ranges
everything from large
industrial air handling
units to small, positiveinput, fans for domestic
dwellings.
“At Nuaire we always
seek to meet the core
ventilation requirements of
our clients” said Michael
Kane, Regional Manager.
This is what sets us apart
from our competition.
Nuaire … the air of true
innovators.”

ES-LCDM.
Simple touchscreen
navigation and control.

“The new Ecosmart intelligent
control panel from Nuaire.
Who said nobody’s lifting a finger
to save energy these days?”
With its new intelligent control panel, Ecosmart from
Nuaire represents the most flexible energy-saving ventilation control system on the market today.
There’s no wasted energy because air volume can be precisely set through the integrated speed control. As part of a constant pressure system,
you get ventilation on demand, only when a room is occupied, to achieve the maximum possible savings. There’s also a trickle function as
standard enabling you to set a background ventilation rate to keep rooms fresh when unoccupied too while still conserving energy. While
integrated BMS features enable any central system to control and monitor the fan or air-handling unit. But that’s not all.
Because Ecosmart doesn’t just save energy. With its new state-of-the-art, easy to use touch screen control panel, it saves your client’s
energy too. In fact, saving so much energy has never taken so little effort.
Ecosmart from Nuaire. It doesn’t cost you the earth.

For further information please contact:
N. I. Chris Schofield M 078 0750 9373 T 028 9267 0363 E chris.schofield@nuaire.co.uk
R.O.I. Steve Martin M 086 0448 355 T 048 9267 0363 E steve.martin@nuaire.ie
Or visit www.nuaire.co.uk/Product/Commercial_Products Quote ref code BSN0710

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2010
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News and Products

Energy Systems engineering
programme at NUI Galway
NUI Galway has
introduced a BE
Programme in Energy
Systems Engineering
which will be based in
the new Engineering
Building currently under
construction at NUI
Galway. It has been
developed in partnership
with key members of the
energy industry including
ESB, GE Energy, Airtricity,
Bord Gáis, Wavebob,
ARUPS and RPS.
Speaking at the recent
launch, Minister for
Communications,
Energy and Natural
Resources Eamon Ryan
TD, said: “The
Government has set
out ambitious plans for
energy, and particularly
renewable energy, over
the next 10 years. In

order for these plans to
come to fruition, we must
seek to build on our
technical expertise,
and continue to add to
the highly-skilled energy
workforce in this country.”
The NUI Galway Energy
Systems Engineering
programme will
incorporate aspects of

Pictured at the announcement of the new Energy Systems
Engineering Programme at NUI Galway were Minister for
Communications, Energy and Natural Resources Eamon Ryan
TD and President of NUI Galway, Dr James J Browne.

Renewable energy
targets being met
The latest SEAI report on renewable energy confirms that

4

traditional civil, electrical
and mechanical
engineering, with
emphasis on energy
policy, economics,
environmental issues and
a strong focus on
informatics. It will also
include a range of optional
modules which will provide
students with maximum
flexibility to choose from
diverse career paths.
The multi-disciplinary
programme will culminate

Ireland generated 14.5% of its electricity requirements last
year, while EirGrid has confirmed that our target of 15% for
2010 has already been achieved.
Every year Ireland spends e6 billion on the importation of
fossil fuels, and harnessing the power of the wind and sun
reduces this bill, as well as carbon emissions. Work on
ocean energy also has the potential to deliver further
savings.
Taken together, these measures are contributing
significantly to our 2020 target to have 40% of Ireland’s
electricity produced from renewable energy. When viewed in
the context of the Electricity and Gas Prices Report, it also
appears that the drive towards greener energy does not
necessarily mean higher prices.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol49/iss4/1

in integrated design
projects that address
the sourcing, conversion
and utilisation of energy.
Subjects on offer will
also include strong
elements of civic
engagement and service
learning with, for
example, student
volunteers travelling
to India and Africa to
install solar systems.
Students are also
required to study a broad
range of related subjects,
including economics,
sociology and politics,

Contractor
Safety
Management
The Construction Safety
Partnership has just published
SMP20, a safety management
pack to help small contractors
establish and maintain an
effective safety management
system.
Small contractors have
statistically accounted for the
largest number of workplace
accidents and fatalities down
through the years. Therefore,
this new pack is specifically
designed to help them protect
their workers more effectively
and increase competitiveness,
in an increasingly challenging
commercial market.
Kevin Kelly, Chairman of the
Construction Safety Partnership
said: “It is our hope that this
management pack will become
the standard for all small
contractors, allowing them to
effectively manage their safety
systems”.

Far-Infrared
Heating
The Sunjoy heating
system employs the same
method as that of sunlight,
which travels through space
in a vacuum and heats the
earth. Specially-designed
heating plates are installed in
the ceiling, or can be buried
in the ceiling and painted.
Within conventional
heating systems there can
be a 10°C difference
between the ceiling and
floor, whereas the claimed
differential with Sunjoy
is 2°C.
Contact: Sunjoy (UK &
Ireland). Tel: 086 – 812 6007;
email: sales@futureheat.com
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News and Products

MC3E preferred partners at DCU
As part of DCU’s
continued drive to reduce
energy usage on campus,
it has nominated McCool
Controls & Engineering
(MC3) as preferred
partners to provide
automatic Monitoring &
Targeting (M&T) solutions
at its 85-Acre campus on
Dublin’s Northside.
M&T software provides
a comprehensive, fullyautomated reporting
package to allow
meticulous monitoring of
utility usage by means of

a user-friendly software
package. It allows full
analysis, validation and
management of meter
data through customdesigned reports,
including benchmarking,

multi-utility reports,
historical data
comparison, billing etc.
MC3E is the incumbent
site BEMS specialist and
also has a proven track
record of M&T and

metering installations in
other prestigious sites
such as Microsoft and the
Central Criminal Courts,
the Aldi Distribution
Centre, Mitchelstown,
Sligo IT Library Building,
Sligo IT Technology
Building and Honey Park
mixed-use development,
Dún Laoghaire.
Contact: Eóin McCool,
MC3E Dublin Office.
Tel: 01-8550542;
or Philip O’Reilly,
Munster Office.
Tel: 021-4382055).

Accelerated Capital
Allowance (ACA) product
submissions invited
20 new technologies added in the following categories:
s 2EFRIGERATION AND COOLING SYSTEMS
s %LECTRO MECHANICAL SYSTEMS
s #ATERING AND HOSPITALITY EQUIPMENT
Suppliers and manufacturers are invited to submit eligible products for consideration.
4HE !#! SCHEME HELPS BUSINESSES INVEST IN ENERGY EFlCIENT EQUIPMENT AND PROVIDES
REAL TAX BENElTS/NLY THE MOST ENERGY EFlCIENT PRODUCTS IN EACH TECHNOLOGY CLASS ARE
included, providing a real energy efﬁciency benchmark TO INDUSTRY

Visit www.seai.ie/aca for full details on how to submit products to the ACA listings

The Sustainable Energy Authority of Ireland is financed
by Ireland’s EU Structural Funds Programme co-funded
by the Irish Government and the European Union

5
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RACGS

Old Head presents
stiff challenge
he Old Head of Kinsale golf course is quite unique and always a

T

special experience for golfers. The recent RACGS outing was no
exception and, while the sun shone, the slight breeze made it a day
to remember.
Apart from the golf, views out to sea are stunning and, no matter how
focused, you cannot but stop to admire this special place as you play.
Sponsor on the day was Emerson Technologies and Robert Kebby was on
hand the persent a lovely array of prizes. I

Winners were as follows:
Overall Winner
Stephen Mahon, H16, 33pts;
Class 1
First: Michael Clancy, H13, 30pts;
Second: Matt Noonan, H14, 30pts.
Class 2
First: Dave Killalea, H18, 28pts;
Second: Stephen Mulvaney, H20, 25pts.
Front 9: Vincent Barrett, 18pts;
Back 9: Dave Kirwan, 17pts

Visitors
First: Neill Lester, H12, 34pts;
Second: Derek Deasy, H10, 31pts.
Longest Drive: JS O Brien;
Nearest the Pin: Brian Carty

Robert Kebby, Emerson Technologies with with overall winner Stephen Mahon
and RACGS President Vincent Barrett.
Dave Killalea, first Class 2, with Robert Kebby,
Emerson Technologies.

6

Matt Noonan, second Class 1,
with Robert Kebby, Emerson
Technologies.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol49/iss4/1

Stephen Mulvaney, second Class 2,
with Robert Kebby, Emerson
Technologies.

Dave Kirwan, winner Back 9, with Robert Kebby,
Emerson Technologies.
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Unit A6, Centre Point Business Park, Oak Road, Clondalkin, Dublin 22
Tel: 01 - 409 8912; Fax: 01 - 409 8916;
email: info@coreac.com; Web: www.coreac.com
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BTU Golf News

Baltray Kicks Off BTU Season
he first outing of the BTU season, sponsored by Ideal Standard, was
played in Baltray Golf Club recently. The course was in mint condition,
set off by the beautiful sunshine, but the cool breeze made for
challenging golf.
BTU President Terry Maherr presented incoming Captain John Littlefield
with his badge of honour (a gold tie pin) and also presented overall winner
on the day Padraig Gillan with his prize.

T

Baltray results
Overall Winner
Padraig Gillen, H19, 37pts
Class 1
First: Des Prendergast, H7, 36pts
(back 9)
Second: Conor Lennon, H9, 36pts
Third: Robert Kenny, H7, 34pts
Class 2
First: John Littlefield, H16, 35pts
Second: Michael Bready, H14, 34pts
(back 9)
Third: Gerry Tobin, H16, 34pts
Class 3
First: Terry Maher, H23, 35pts
Second: Tony Gillen, H18, 33pts
Third: Gerry Maher, H23, 32pts
Front Nine
Frank Lynch, H14, 18pts
Back Nine
Ger Hutchinson, H5, 8pts

Baltray Outing – BTU President Terry Maher presenting overall winner Padraig
Gillen with his prize.

8

Baltray Outing – Martin O’Reilly, Ideal Standard (sponsor) with Tony Gillen,
second Class 3 and BTU Captain John Littlefield.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol49/iss4/1

Visitors’ Prize
Dave Neville, H22, 34pts

Baltray Outing – BTU President Terry
Maher presenting incoming BTU
Captain John Littlefield with his badge
of honour (a gold tie pin).
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Leading the way
in cutting edge
heating solutions
Baxi EcogenTM Micro-CHP
Baxi has long pioneered innovative technology, from the
NOP=J@KJHUDECDAB?EAJ?U>=?G>KEHANQJEPPKKQNJASAOP
offering, the Baxi Ecogen.
1DAKJHUKJAKBEPOGEJ@?KIIAN?E=HHU=R=EH=>HAEJPDA
2( PDEO*E?NK %->KEHANEOOAPPKNARKHQPEKJEOAIK@ANJ
DA=PEJCOKHQPEKJO !AOECJA@PK>A=LN=?PE?=H=HPANJ=PERA
PK=OP=J@=N@@KIAOPE?>KEHAN PDA>=OE?LNEJ?ELHAOBKNDA=P
CAJAN=PEKJ=NAPDAO=IA=O=NACQH=NDA=PKJHU>KEHAN 
1DA=TE"?KCAJQJEPQOAO=#NAA-EOPKJ0PENHEJC"JCEJAPK
CAJAN=PAG4KBAHA?PNE?EPULANDKQNSDEHALNKRE@EJCQLPK
G4KBPDANI=HKQPLQPBKNOL=?ADA=PEJC=J@DKPS=PAN

BKBQPLC+F@OL !&.
^

!KAOJKPNAHUKJ>QEH@EJCKNEAJP=PEKJKNSA=PDAN
conditions to generate electricity

^

$AJAN=PAOAHA?PNE?EPU=PPEIAOKBLA=GAHA?PNE?=H
demand in the home

^

*=TEIEOAOCNAAJAN=J@?DA=LANKJ OEPAQOA DAHLEJC
PK=HHARE=PABQAHLKRANPU

^

/A@Q?AONAHE=J?AKJCNE@AHA?PNE?EPU

^

+KLH=JJEJCLANIEOOEKJNAMQENA@

^

/A@Q?AO?=N>KJAIEOOEKJO

$LOJLOBFKCLOJ>QFLKLK >UFSFPFQTTT MLQQBOQLK JVPLK FB
or call 353 (01) 459 0870
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2010
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Superb day at Hermitage

Hermitage results

he May outing at Hermitage Golf Club was a great success – great
weather, great golf course, superb greens and excellent scoring.
Credit to all involved at Hermitage, especially Eddie Farrell and his
team. BSS Ireland sponsored the outing and Brendan Coghlan was on hand
to present a wonderful array of prizes.

Overall Winner
Michael Matthews, H8, 36pts

T

Class 1
First: Desy Haughton, H11, 35pts
Second: Robert Kenny, H7,34.5pts
(35 - 1/2)
Third: Des Prendergast, H7, 34pts
(36 - 2)
Class 2
First: Seamus Kiernan, H14, 35pts
Second: Kieron Ryan, H12, 33pts
Third: Bernie Costelloe, H15, 32pts
Class 3
First: Des Binley, H20, 35pts
Second: Gerry Tobin, H16, 34.5pts
(35- 1/2)
Third: Bill Treacy, H19, 34pts
Front Nine
Liam McDermott, H13, 20pts
Back Nine
John Littlefield, H16, 19pts
Visitors’ Prize
Tom Fitzpatrick, H26, 36pts
Top left: John Littlefield, BTU Captain
with Liam McDermott, winner Front
Nine and Brendan Coghlan, BSS
Ireland.
Left: John Littlefield, BTU Captain with
Kieron Ryan, second Class 2 and
Brendan Coghlan, BSS Ireland.

BTU Nationals at Forrest Pines Golf
and Country Club, East Midlands
rish Provincial and Metropolitan teams visited East Midlands over 10
and 11 June this year to take part in the BTU Nationals, hosted by East
Midlands BTU. This bi-annual event consists of 14 teams of 12 players,
including two teams from Ireland, sponsored by Potterton Myson Ireland.
It is a logistics nightmare with teams travelling from all corners of the
British Isles to participate.
Congratulations and thanks go to East Midlands BTU Golf Society for
hosting a wonderful tournament. From beginning to end, planes, coaches,
golf, accommodation, meals, hospitality, etc all went like clockwork. It is
worth noting that all planning and organising is carried out a voluntary
basis, by a very small group of people – well done to all involved.
Also congratulations to worthy winners North East Btu (Geordies) for
their well-deserved victory. They visited Irish BTU in Arklow in June of this
year and the experience obviously stood to them.

I
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Overall Winner Mick Matthews with
Brendan Coghlan, BSS Ireland.
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‘R410A City Multi Replace’ end-uers
benefit from lower energy bills
nd-users of Ireland’s first R22
replacement systems are benefiting
from increased performance, better
indoor environment and lower energy
costs following the installation of the
unique Mitsubishi Electric system
R22 Replace technology.
When clients look to replace their
cooling-only air conditioning, Mitsubishi
Electric advises them to look at all
options, including an upgrade of their
boiler and heating plant. Invariably, and
after a great deal of discussion and
research, they choose to replace the old
air conditioning with a heating/cooling
City Multi Y Series, using the groundbreaking, second-generation, R401A
City Multi Replace models.
The Mitsubishi Electric Replace Multi
system allows clients to keep their existing
pipework and wiring, update the indoor
and outdoor units, and remove the
old, environmentally-unfriendly R22
refrigerant. Using the existing pipework
significantly reduces the time it takes to
get the system up and running and
allows the new air conditioning to be
installed in days instead of weeks.

E

“The speed of installation is a key
factor in the decision-making process”,
says Mitsubishi Electric’s Micheal
Sheehan, “along with the increased
operational efficiency, regulation
compliance, excellent core reliability,
and of course significant energy costs
savings. Indeed, we have developed an
entire range of R22 replacement solutions
since launching the opriginal Replace
technology and these can also be used
to replace the R22 systems of many other
manufacturers.”
Mitsubishi Electric has also developed
a unique Audit Tool which compares the
running costs and COP levels of today’s,
modern systems with old, fixed-speed
R22 units. This readily highlights the
reduction in monthly energy bills that
can be achieved with advanced modern
systems such as R401A City Multi
replace models.
On the broader front, the advanced lineup of air source heat pump systems and
power generating photovoltaic equipment
from Mitsubishi Electric can reduce
energy bills and help ensure high building
energy ratings. For instance, the Ecodan

Mitsubishi Electric’s new R410A City Multi Replace system.

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2010

air source heat pump range is proven to
lower emissions over gas boilers by up to
50% and running costs by around 30%.
“Ecodan addresses the need for low
carbon, mass market heating and works
equally well with traditional radiators or
underfloor heating systems,” explains
Michael Sheehan. The full Ecodan range
is covered by the European Ecolabel,
which is only given to class-leading
products that meet the European
Energy Directive environmental criteria
for heat pumps.
“Meanwhile, our range of photovoltaic
(PV) power generating products for both
residential and commercial applications
is unique within the PV industry. This
is because we manufacture all of the
components ourselves, including the
cells and panels which convert the DC
electricity from sunlight into usable AC
power for the home.
“Our PV modules use solar cells to
convert sunlight directly into electricity,
allowing for reductions in both property
running costs and environmental impact.
They work throughout the hours of
daylight, even when it is cloudy, and
feed additional electricity not used in
the home straight to the national grid.
“As the foregoing clearly illustrates,
research and development at Mitsubishi
Electric is all geared towards devising
a product portfolio that is sustainable,
regulation compliant, energy-efficient,
cost-effective to install and run, and has
a long life-cycle. In addition to the
products mentioned here, we have a
whole programme of new similarlyinnovative product releases coming
on steam over the next 12 months.”
Contact: Michael Sheehan or
Paul Sexton, Mitsubishi Electric.
Tel: 01 – 419 8800;
email: sales@meir.mee.com;
www:mitsubishielectric.ie I
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Face2 Face

Paul Clancy, Managing Director,
Potterton Myson Ireland

Changing industry demands
It is against this background that Baxi

12

Group, and De Dietrich Remeha Group,
took the visionary step to form BDR
Thermea, a new world-class company
providing innovative climate and hot water
solutions and services. The agreement was
formulated this time last year and was
subsequently completed following EU
competition approval, putting the new
group in a leading position across all
western European countries.
“Potterton Myson Ireland is delighted to
be part of this new group”, says Paul
Clancy, Managing Director, PMI, “as the
rationale behind the move enables us to
forge ahead with the objectives set out by
Rob van Banning, the new CEO of BDR
Thermea. Cost synergies can be created
through implementing best-in-class
technological platforms and efficient
operations across the entire group, thereby
reinforcing the quality and scope of the
products and services we deliver to our
customers.
“It also leads to a greater return on
investment in R&D, and results in
innovative products and systems which set
new industry benchmarks. Our expertise
and skill at designing award-winning
products was confirmed recently when two
Baxi Group products – the Baxi Ecogen
micro-CHP unit and the Baxi Bermuda BBU
HE boiler – won highly-coveted industry
awards (see panel).
“These two products clearly demonstrate
our ability to meet very diverse ends of
the market – the Baxi Ecogen is at the
forefront of modern ‘green’ technology and
is the first domestic micri-CHP unit

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol49/iss4/1
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In a fast-changing industry faced with challenges never before experienced in terms of minimising the
impact of carbon emissions on the environment, it is essential that key market leaders remain flexible in
their approach when devising business models to meet these challenges. By doing so they will ensure
the continued allocation of resources to invest in developing low to zero-carbon technologies, and
thereafter secure the technical expertise and knowledge base to speedily bring them to market.

s lower carbon technologies
available in Ireland; meanwhile, the
Baxi Bermuda is an excellent
example of our ability to take a very
traditional product and bring it right
up-to-date to meet today’s
requirement for a high-efficiency
domestic heating solution.
“That said, innovative products
and ground-breaking technology are
only half of the picture. Critical to
bringing such innovative products to
market is the partnership we enjoy
with installers. Training is an integral
part of this relationship and hence

the continuous training programme
we run at our purpose-designed
training centre at PMI headquarters
in Dublin 24. The standard modules
are always over-subscribed while
we are now getting more and more
requests to conduct tailored
modules on specific subjects for
various groups and individual
companies.
“The same holds true for
system designers, consulting
engineers and large mechanical
and electrical contractors.

“Comprehensive support is
provided in terms of system
integration design, sales and
technical assistance,
commissioning and after-sales
back-up. By involving us at the
earliest possible stage in a project,
optimum system benefits can be
achieved by combining optimum
performance with the lowest
carbon emmissions and reduced
energy costs.

Coveted industry awards
Prestiguous industry awards from highlyrespected, independent sources are the
highest accolade
a product can
receive. In that
context Baxi
Group is the
confirmed market
leader on a number of fronts.
Just recently the Baxi Ecogen micro-CHP
unit received Building Magazine’s Green
Innovation Award for being a “groundbreaking development that will play a vital
role in helping meet the industry’s
sustainableity goals”.
Also paving the way in highly-efficient, yet
practical, solutions is the Baxi Bermuda BBU
HE which won the IGEM/SBGI Gas Industry
Innovation Award. The judges commented:
“This product will help reduce fuel bills and
carbon emissions in millions
households”. It was also a finalist in the H&V Domestic Product of
the Year Awards.
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2010

“Innovative products and ground-breaking
technology are only half of the picture.
Critical to bringing such innovative
products to market is the partnership we
enjoy with installers. Training is an
integral part of this relationship and hence
the continuous training programme we
run at our purpose-designed training
centre at PMI headquarters in Dublin 24”.

“As the foeregoing clearly
illustrates, we at PMI – in
conjunction with our installer and
merchant partners – are now
perfectly placed to deliver the
innovative low to zero-carbon
climate, heating and hot war
solutions the marketplace now
demands”. I
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Underfloor heating in a
sustainable system
Underfloor heating is a very clean and simple
form of heating, ideally suited to today’s wellinsulated, low-energy and airtight buildings.
In ancient times the Romans used this form of
heating, mainly with false floor on pedestals to
affect the warmth in their buildings in winter,
and also to cool them in summer.

Jim Rogers is a chartered
engineer with Varming
Consulting Engineers. He is

he current building regulations
– with Building Energy Ratings
in the range of B2 to A3, with
air tightness in the range of 2.5 –
3
2
10 m /Hrm and with double-glazing
with low glass u-valves being
achieved and even triple-glazing in
some buildings – allows the very
effective use of underfloor heating in
both circulation, working and living
areas where there is a low heat
demand.

T

But what is underfloor
heating?
Large surface areas are warmed
to low temperature and the heat is
radiated into the space at an even
rate of dissipation providing the
warmth. Remember, the basic law
of physics is that heat rises like
the steam in a kettle so the heat
in the floor rises into the space
in all areas at walls, windows
and doors.
Modern heating systems are
o
designed for 21 C which is the
mean temperature for general
human comfort level. Most radiator
or convective heating systems
meeting this criteria will have a much
higher temperature above head
height due to the stratification effect
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol49/iss4/1
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of the heat convecting in the space.
This stratification, with high-level
high-temperatures is not successful
as it can not affect human comfort
levels and it also costs to create it.
The average person experiences
the most thermal comfort at their feet
which should be slightly warmer than
their head. If our feet are cold then
we are cold, so if we warm the floor
o
o
to the range of 23 C – 26 C it gives
a very comfortable feeling and a
temperature at head height can
be maintained in the range of
o
o
19 C – 20 C.
Body core temperature is
o
about 37 C and the body metabolic
functions generate heat so the heat
loss to the surroundings must be
in balance. This is all controlled
by the brain which acts like a
temperature sensor.
The brain receives the information
from the nervous system and the
body either sweats and cools or
shivers, which are all reactions to
adjustments in the core temperature.
In cold conditions the blood vessels
contract and slow the heat loss while,
in warm conditions, the blood vessels
open, increasing blood flow to
allow the excess heat to reach the
extremities of the body, i.e., feet and

the director responsible for
the Varming Sustainable
Engineering Group and is
actively involved in both the
design and sustainable aspects
of a whole variety of building
projects. He is also a BREEAM
Healthcare Assessor.
hands. Thus, if you heat the feet the
body will be warm and thermal
comfort will exist.
Conventional heating systems
create a vertical temperature profile,
colder at low floor level and warmer
at the ceiling and upper levels.
This is the opposite of what
we have outlined in the warm feet
concept so we need an underfloor
heating system to allow an even
dispersal of heat in the occupied
space.
Most people are concerned with
allergies of one type or another and
we now find that most buildings are
using sustainable timber floors and
natural stone for tiling floors. These
are ideal for underfloor heating
systems and also minimising
dust mites.
The even distribution of heat
also helps prevent the formation of
16
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o

16 C

o

20 C

o

24 C

Figure 1: Ideal heat distribution profile.

o

16 C

o

20 C

o

24 C

Figure 3: Heat profile radiators.

condensation on cold surfaces and
mould growth on damp surfaces in
bathrooms and shower rooms which
are now relatively airtight.
This even level of heat
dispersion is also aided very much
by the thermal fabric insulation in the
walls and ceiling and roof of the
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2010

o

16 C

o

20 C

o
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Figure 2: Heat profile underfloor heating.

o

16 C

o

20 C

o

24 C

Figure 4: Heat profile convector heating.

buildings, and uses the whole floor as
a radiator. This means the surface
area is very big which can result
in reduced water flow temperatures
but the floor still provides the same
heat output. The low temperature
of the floor means that the velocity
of convected warm air is very low,

resulting in even gentle warmth
rising throughout the building.

Temperature
Achieving the ideal comfort
conditions means achieving the ideal
temperature. Temperature control can
result in significant energy reduction.

15
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Radiation accounts for 50% of the
heat emission from the floor, the floor
can be operated to achieve an air
o
temperature of say 19 C and this
results in a 10% to 12% reduction in
o
fuel energy from the 21 C norm.
Radiator systems are designed
o
to work at 80 C in mid-winter to
o
achieve a comfort level of 21 C
whereas a floor system can work
o
o
at a temperatures of 35 C – 50 C.
This means the following heat
generators are all now usable as
the heating source for an underfloor
heating system.
– Heat pumps geothermal borehole
type;
– Heat pumps geothermal horizontal
bed collection;
– Condensing boiler low nox type;
– Combined heat and power units;
– Solar thermal heat collecting
system;
– Hydro Archimedes screw linked
to river water as the primary
power provider linked to heat
pumps;
– Heat pumps air-to-water types.
All these systems can provide
o
primary heating water at 55 C or
below which reduces the amount of
fuel usage and the carbon dioxide
produced.

Thermal fly-wheel effect

16

Take, for example, a system using
concrete slabs for underfloor heating
which includes a good reliable control
system; a floor temperature sensor;
the concrete floor insulated to the
BREEAM green guide standards; and
the plastic piping embedded into the
floor on a grid arrangement. The
warm concrete will emit heat all day
into the occupied space and at night,
when the heating is off, the flywheel
effect of the stored heat in the
structure will remain.
This is helped significantly by the

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol49/iss4/1

good levels of thermal fabric
insulation in the wall and roof, and
the glazing and the building
airtightness. Buildings will only cool
o
o
3 C – 4 C overnight with such a
system.
Underfloor heating can also be
used in timber floor construction
where pre-formed sections have a
groove to take the heating pipe –
again the system must have
underfloor insulation below the
piping. Timber floors do not enjoy
the flywheel effect but the warmth is
retained by the perimeter structures.

Controls
The control system, like in any
heating system, is the key to
success. It should be designed to
match the application and individual
areas should have independent
control. Controls must be simple in
use and the ability of the user to
understand the system, and adjust
the set-point to match the conditions,
results in real fuel saving.
Modern systems do this
automatically when the heat is on;
if the passive solar design allows
the floor to be warmed by the sun
the heating system can turn off the
water flow into the floor.
Systems should operate on a flowand-return manifold arrangement with
a circulating pump in the manifold
and motorised valves to adjust waterflow temperature. Room temperature
sensors with adjustment, and floor
temperature sensors, should also
be installed to provide the overall
system control and allow the
comfort levels to be maintained
in the space.

Features and benefits of
underfloor systems
– Speed of installation in

construction;

– No radiators to be accommodated;
– Clean clear lines in the space;
– Even temperature in the space;
– The floor can be used for drying

out a building when it is being
commissioned;
– Recognised standard for
the products which are
manufactured and tested to
both DIN standards and BA
Board of Agreement and Green
Building Standards, together
with various German and
Swedish Government Bodies;
– Flexibility for the layout of spaces
and furniture.
One possible disadvantage is
the lack of flexibility when replacing
a system, or if some element is
damaged or piping is punctured.
Consequently, it is very important
to have the piping areas clearly
identified and recorded on the
drawings.
Underfloor heating systems
should be purchased from
recognised suppliers and should
be installed and commissioned by
trained installers. The systems
should be designed by experienced
underfloor heating designers based
on an overall heating concept for a
building.
Natural ventilation systems are
often used in conjunction with
underfloor heating and, in these
instances, it is important that they
do not conflict with each other.
Motorised dampers and windows
will aid the overall comfort level
control in these applications.
Using heat pumps as was
mentioned earlier as the primary
energy driver also allows the floor
to be used for cooling in very warm
summer months, or to reduce a
cooling load in the space being
served. However, this is a subject
for another day. I
18
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Residential & Commercial
Underfloor Heating Systems

Pex Pipes 14mm 16mm & 20mm

Profile panel system with
11mm or 35mm insulation

Multilayer Pipes 16mm to 63mm

Oventrop Manifold & Regulator
Multilayer pipe system with staples

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2010
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UNITHERM

Engineered heating
solutions
Unitherm Heating Systems
is one of the leading and
most innovative companies
in Ireland for designing and
supplying quality heating and
DHW systems solutions
using renewable and highefficiency technologies.
Initially involved in designing
underfloor heating systems
for residential and
commercial projects,
Unitherm soon realised the
necessity to be able to offer
integrated and total system
solutions, including complete
controls packages. It is now
renowned for supplying highquality products from
European manufacturers who
have achieved the highest
standards and approvals
such as Oventrop GmbH,
Fränkische, KaMo
Systemtechnik, Solartherm,
Mitsubishi Electric etc.
The benefits of properlycontrolled underfloor heating
systems are now well
recognised and widely
accepted by consultants,

18

Eco-Combi Multi-Energy tank.

Right:
Solartherm solar panel.

specifiers, architects, heating
engineers and the general
public. The Unitherm
underfloor heating system is
based upon German
technology and experiences
over the last 35 years. The
system components are
exported worldwide and
have achieved an enviable
list of over 100 approvals
and accreditations in most
European countries. A most
important element in
underfloor heating systems
is the controls and Unitherm
promotes Danfoss
thermostats due to their
reliability.
All Unitherm underfloor
heating systems are
individually designed and

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol49/iss4/1

supplied with supporting
mechanical and electrical
layout CAD drawings. The
company’s strength is in its
ability to interface with the
electrical contractor as well
as the heating installer. A 10year warranty is offered on
systems designed, supplied
and installed in accordance
with BS EN 1264
Unitherm also offers a
range of innovative highefficiency renewable heat
source solutions, such as
geothermal heat pumps
from 6kW up to 26kW;
Mitsubishi and Daikin
air-to-water heat
pumps ranging in
outputs from 5kW
up to 16kW;
Solartherm solar
collector panels;
Evacuated solar
tubes; Alpha
condensing
gas boilers
ranging from
12kW up to
115kW in both natural gas
and LPG; Grant condensing
oil boilers, etc.
Unitherm also provides a
range of WRAS-approved
stainless steel single coil,
dual coil and triple coil
cylinders from 200lts to
500lts, as well as a range
of Eco-combi multi-energy
tanks with capacities from
570lts to 2000lts, complete
with 316L stainless steel
coils. These tanks can
combine heat pumps, solar
panels and solid fuel stoves
or oil/gas boilers.
Unitherm has also
designed and supplied a
number of district heating
projects including heating
stations, heat meters, data

loggers, pre-insulated pipes,
as well as underfloor heating
and controls.
With offices in Dublin and
Galway, Unitherm Heating
Systems has a team of fullytrained engineers with many
years experience designing
heating systems. At its
premises in Galway, Unitherm
has an SEAI-approved
training facility with many
fully-working models of
renewable energy sources
installed. The training courses
cover every facet of the
renewable sector and are
run on a continuous basis
throughout the year.
Contact: Unitherm Dublin
Office. Tel: 01 – 610 9153;
Fax: 01 – 621 2939; Galway
Office. Tel: 091 – 380038;
Fax: 091 – 380039:
email: info@uni-therm.net;
www.uni-therm.net

Geothermal heat pump.
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HITACHI IRELAND

Yutaki ideal for
underfloor heating
Despite the relatively recent
introduction of the Hitachi
Yutaki heat pump range
to Ireland, consultants and
contractors alike are
speficying and installing it
in increasing numbers in all
manner of applications. It
is the ideal heating solution,
incorporating as it does
integrated features and
controls which deliver all the
functions of a fully-fledged
heating system. It is the
perfect replacement for a
traditional, boiler-led, set-up
and comes in four main
models (six in total as the 5hp
and 6hp are available in 1ph
and 3ph versions). Outputs
range from 8kW to 17.5kW.

ability to operate in extreme
temperature conditions, citing
the excellent performance
of systems Greentherm has
installed during the severe
weather of last winter.
“For us it is all about
managing people’s
expectations and delivering
a purpose-designed,
integrated heating solution
that is energy-efficient, offers
significantly-reduced CO2
emissions, is flexible to

operate and cost-effective to
install and run. Hitachi’s
Yutaki is a key element in
meeting this objective.”
Fergus Daly, Sales
Manager, Hitachi Ireland
says: “With one of the best
COPs currently available
(capable of reaching in
excess of 4), the Yutaki units
can reduce CO2 emissions
by up to 50% compared to
boiler-led systems. They are
cheaper and easier to install
than a ground source heat
pump, and integrate
seamlessly with different
types of heating systems
such as traditional radiators
and underfloor heating. They

Yutaki Key Benefits
I High COP’s
I Low running costs
I DC inverter technology
I Guaranteed hot water
I Ideal for any application
I Programmable wireless
controller

20

Hitachi Yutaki is particularly
favoured by providers of
integrated heat pump,
underfloor heating and solar
thermal systems, such as
Dublin-based Greentherm
Ltd. Principal Enda Ruxton
told bs news that he sees it
as the perfect complement
to integrated systems
incorporating underfloor
heating with features and
benefits that are ideally suited
to Irish climatic conditions.
He noted in particular Yutaki’s

Hitachi Yutaki is the perfect replacement for a traditional, boiler-led,
set-up and is available in outputs ranging from 8kW to 17.5kW.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol49/iss4/1

can also contribute to the
domestic hot water.”
The Yutaki works by
converting the latent energy
in the air into cost-effective
heating energy, with every
one kilowatt of electricity
used to power the heat
pump providing up to three
kilowatts of extra free energy
in a well-insulated property. It
is controlled by weathercompensation sensors that
detect the difference
between inside and outside
temperature, to ensure
efficiency and comfort.
Yutaki features inverterdriven compressor
technology – a high-pressure
DC inverter scroll compressor
operating at variable speeds.
This varies the amount of
energy used, depending on
the temperature in the
building, to meet the demand
required, thereby reducing
operation costs. Its wireless
programmable thermostat is
intuitive and quick to use,
and other key features
include pre-configured,
multiple-heating program
options, system frostprotection and low noise
emissions.
In conclusion, Daly says:
“Yutaki returns efficiency
levels of up to 400%, a great
improvement on the average
boiler with only 90%
efficiency. For cutting-edge
technology capable of saving
energy, installation and
operation costs, look no
further than the Yutaki.”
Contact: Fergus Daly,
Hitachi Ireland.
Tel: 01 – 216 4406;
Mobile: 087 – 277 9505;
email: fergus.daly@
hitachi-eu.com
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Irish www.irishmetalindustries.com
Metal Industries Ltd
Cronin House, Damastown Industrial Park,
Mulhuddart, Dublin 15
t: 01 - 809 7028
f: 01 - 809 7001
e: conor.lennon@irishmetalindustries.com

www.irishmetalindustries.com

IRISH METAL INDUSTRIES:
TUBE WITH BUILT IN QUALITY

WHEN QUALITY AND RELIABILITY COUNT,
SPECIFY TUBE FROM IRISH METAL INDUSTRIES
Thousands of properties in Ireland have a built-in quality
product – copper plumbing tube from Irish Metal
Industries. With its 25 year guarantee and carrying either
the Irish Standard Mark or BSi Kitemark, our tube offers
you proven and trouble-free service, year after year.
You can rely on Irish Metal Industries tube – so ask for
it by name.
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2010
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IRISH METAL INDUSTRIES

Quality of product
matched by dedicated
logistics support
Metal Industries (IMI)
supplies a complete range
of copper tube for underfloor
heating, hot and cold water
installations, gas services,
sanitation, central heating
and all other building
services-related applications.
Being wholly-owned by
Yorkshire Copper Tube, a
member of the KME Group
of companies, IMI also has
access to the strengths and
resources of Europe’s largest
producer of copper and
copper alloy products.
The primary copper tube
categories stocked are:
– Irish plumbing tube;
– WICU plastic-coated coils;
– Full range of metric tube

22

– Full range of degreased
tube;
– Roofing copper.
All tubes are manufactured
to IS EN 1057 and IMI is
licensed to engrave them
with the coveted Irish
Standard Mark, which is
the registered quality mark
of the National Standards
Authority of Ireland.
Best for quality and
reliability, copper is suitable
for all manner of modern-day
building services applications,
and especially so underfloor
heating. It is easy to work
with, while ever-moreadvanced fittings make
installation simpler and
quicker. It also has excellent

health-related advantages,
evidence-based studies
demonstrating that it is
effective in preventing the
growth of dangerous
pathogens such as
Legionella, and limiting the
proliferation and spread of
E.coli bacteria.
“Another unique benefit
of copper is its excellent
resistance to corrosion, heat,
pressure and fire”, says IMI
General Manager Conor
Lennon. “This is particularly
important given that today’s
preventative treatments and
disinfecting techniques are
carried out at much higher
temperatures to reduce
flushing times. Copper
is ideal in that it remains
unaffected by higher
temperature cycles over the
lifetime of a water system.
“Finally, there is the
matter of sustainability, a
key requirement for building
services installations. In this
respect copper simply has no

An order being prepared for dispatch at IMI’s base in Mulhuddart, Dublin 15.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol49/iss4/1

equal”, concludes Lennon.
Irish Metal Industries has
offices and a dedicated
distribution centre located
within the massive
Mulhuddart-based complex
operated by Cronin – The
Art of Moving, in Dublin 15.
Cronin is Ireland’s premier
logistics company and the
close working partnership is
designed to strengthen still
further the comprehensive
service provided by IMI, and
to reinforce its stockholding
and nationwide distribution
capability.
“Customer interface is
with IMI”, says Lennon, “but
our order-processing and
dispatch procedures have
been further refined to deliver
the ultimate in customer
service through the services
of Cronin. We now carry
more extensive stocks
across the entire range and
aim for an order turnaround
of within 24 hours in Dublin,
and 48 hours throughout
the rest of Ireland.
“As Cronin – The Art
of Moving are experts in
logistics for high-value
products that require
specialised handling, we
at IMI now provide an
integrated information
system that links order
processing, inventory
management and product
tracking with physical
distribution. This transforms
the efficiency of the supply
chain, thereby turning it into
a competitive advantage for
our customers”.
Contact: Conor Lennon,
IMI. Tel: 01 - 809 7028;
Fax: 809 7001;
email: conor.lennon@
irishmetalindustries.com
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POTTERTON MYSON IRELAND

Myson Floortec
spearheads innovation
Potterton Myson (Ireland),
the market leader in heating
technology, is going from
strength to strength. Myson
Floortec, the underfloor
heating division formed last
year, following the merger
with Vogel and Noot, has
introduced Smart Start
technology to its
programmable room
thermostat.

Smart Start technology has now
been incorporated into the
programmable room thermostat.

The new innovative
technology works in harmony
with underfloor heating
systems, allowing varied
start-up times to ensure
that the building achieves
optimum temperature in the
required time. Smart Start
technology continually
monitors the temperature
rise requirement, delaying
the start up of the heating
system, therefore saving
energy during milder weather.
All Myson Floortec
underfloor heating systems
are supplied with
comprehensive timing
options. These range from
the traditional MEP1C
programmer to the

sophisticated MPRT
programmable room
thermostat.
Constant temperature
systems are available where
Myson Floortec underfloor
heating systems mix return
water from the underfloor
heating with flow water from
the primary pipework. The
mixed temperature is
controlled at a constant
level and the proportions of
flow and return water are
varied accordingly.
Heating systems can
also be tailored to the user,
including night-set-back
temperature settings, which
allow each room to maintain
an individually-programmed
minimum background level
of heat during an “off”
period and individual room
control settings.
More than ever, today’s
electronic controls should be
easy to install, understand
and operate. This is why

Benefits of Myson Floortec include a more natural and even
distribution of heat and improved energy efficiency.

Myson Floortec has developed
a range of controls that are
innovative and sophisticated,
but simple to use.
PMI also runs a
comprehensive installer
training programme at its
purpose-designed training
centre in Whitestown
Business Park, Dublin 24.
The training centre has been
set up to allow installers the
opportunity to learn more

Myson Floortec components are designed for easy handling and
quick installation.

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2010

about using the products
with sustainable technology,
including air source heat
pumps.
Typically 20% to 30%
cheaper to run than
conventional heating,
underfloor heating is
becoming an increasingly
popular method to heat
homes. It offers many
benefits to customers –
from improved energy
efficiency to a more natural
and even distribution of heat.
Potterton Myson (Ireland)
has been at the forefront of
heating for many years and
with Myson Floortec, the new
Smart Start controls, and the
customised training centre,
customers in Ireland will
benefit from the continued
advancement and innovation
in the rapidly-growing
underfloor market.
Contact: Vincent Broderick,
Potterton Myson Irteland.
Tel: 01 – 459 0870; email:
post@potterton-myson.ie
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Investment for energy saving
Every day, consultants, contractors and building services
engineers have to face challenges of increasingly
complex system design, installation and commissioning,
all set against a backdrop of changing regulations and a
need to reduce emissions. Ken Browne, Sales Engineer
in Ireland for Tour & Andersson, explains what expertise
is available to support them.
our & Andersson has designed its highly-successful programme
of CPD seminars to provide building services professionals with
very specific knowledge of hot and cold water systems, helping
them to develop their expertise and competence in this specialist field.
As part of this programme, Dr Jean-Christophe Carette of the
TA Hydronic College, will present Investment and Energy Saving
Opportunities in Variable Flow Systems in Dublin on Thursday
30 September 2010. The seminar will focus on providing energy saving
advice for HVAC consultants, mechanical contractors and end clients
in the public and private sectors.
When comparing waterborne heating and cooling systems in the
current environmental landscape, a variable flow system presents a
far more attractive option, largely due to its energy saving credentials
over more traditional, constant-flow systems. Savings in both cost and
carbon for the client, the building/facilities manager, the tenants
and owner are made possible due to the reduction in pump speed.
However, while this measure alone can deliver initial energy savings,
it is necessary to ensure that the system is installed and commissioned
to operate at the design flow, otherwise these savings will gradually
reduce as the system becomes less efficient over time.
Without regular maintenance and manual service checks, the system
will not run at its optimum level of efficiency. As such, further problems
can occur that will affect the internal ambience of the building. For
example, if the pump is forced to work harder as a result of a poorlybalanced system, it will generate noise that will travel throughout the
circuit and infiltrate the rooms below.
Additionally, in situations where a refurbishment project is undertaken
in a large open-plan space, further problems can occur as the layout is
altered. This can lead to problems with the system as, in most cases,
the system itself will not be changed to accommodate the new plan.
As such, rooms can overheat or become too cool as the temperate air
cannot flow through the space as it would have done previously.
It is important to ensure that terminal units are operating at the
desired flow, delivering a consistent level of performance throughout the
building, even in those areas that are located furthest from the pump
itself. If the system is not commissioned and regularly checked for flow
accuracy, the resulting temperature in different areas of the building is
likely to vary. As such the thermostat will constantly be altered to try and

T
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counteract differences in indoor
temperature.
The “cost of discomfort” can prove to be
extremely detrimental on the components
within a variable flow system and can
dramatically impact their longevity. As the
thermostat is altered throughout the day to
meet occupants’ needs, the system, over
time, will continue to run with less and less
efficiency as greater load is placed on the
boiler and pump. This can prove to be
especially problematic after sustained
periods of downtime, such as first thing
in the morning or after the weekend.
Extreme weather conditions can also
affect the system such as those
experienced during summer heat wave
periods and freezing winter conditions.
As a result, the boiler and pump will be
forced to work harder, to heat or cool the
building accordingly, using more energy,
and therefore cancelling out any initial
savings made.
To avoid this from happening in the first
instance, the system must be installed
and accurately balanced at the time of
installation, using valves that can regulate
the flow, ensuring an even temperature
level is achieved across all terminals.
Where this is not the case, or where
proper measuring and maintenance of the
system is not carried out, an unbalanced
heating and cooling system will quickly
become unregulated. Water will work its
way through the system via the quickest
route, finding shortcuts throughout the

system, resulting in an unregulated
flow, which sometimes causes severe
fluctuations in temperature. This means
that rooms not favoured by the irregular
flow will not receive the desired
temperature until much later in the day,
or in some cases, not at all.
In order to maintain a properlyfunctioning variable flow system, a method
of stabilising pressure must be introduced.
A differential pressure control valve,
(DPCV) or a pressure-independent control
valve (PICV), can be used to solve this
problem by diverting excess pressure,
where there is an unwanted pressure
drop, or opening to increase flow where
there is insufficient pressure to maintain
design flow.
By incorporating a PICV into the design
rather than a DPCV, it is possible to
reduce installation costs and the space
needed on site as only one valve is
required instead of three. This is due to
the core function of a PICV incorporating
differential pressure alongside flow
limitation and control functionality.
After commissioning, the DPCV
prevents the flow and balance in the subcircuit being affected by pressure changes
caused by other sub-circuits opening and
closing or pump speed changes. DPCVs
are designed to alter their position in
response to changes in pressure, to
maintain pressure equilibrium.
A well-designed and commissioned
system can help reduce flow rates by up

Delegates at one of the recent Tour & Andersson seminars.
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to 20%, resulting in a pump energy
consumption saving of up to 50%, which
long term can generate some significant
savings.
During the commissioning process it
is important to adhere to a few basic
points that can be applied to all variable
flow systems, to help make sure the
system runs as efficiently as possible.
Broadly speaking, these points include:
– The identification of the index circuit
to ensure the pump is set to deliver
enough pressure to maintain the flow;
– The placement of pump pressure
sensors deep within the system so that
the pump can reduce its speed
accordingly and as a result, save
energy while still generating enough
operating pressure;
– The guarantee that the pump pressure
is of a sufficient level so that the flow
can continue uninterrupted;
– The fact that flow measurement
devices should be installed to ensure
that the system continues to work
efficiently.
Building services designers and
installing engineers, using a system
that employs DPCVs, or PICVs, can
see benefits beyond occupant comfort.
The projected energy savings from a
variable speed pump will be achieved,
with a reduction in commissioning times.
Modern HVAC systems provide
excellent environmental controls,
without the need for excessive energy
consumption. However, the absence of
an appropriate means of measuring the
final balanced system could result in time
lost by the engineer in identifying the
cause of poor distribution, due to pressure
drops in system terminals. Installing either
DPCVs or PICVs should never lead to
removing balancing valves, leaving a
system with no means of trouble-shooting
balance problems.
To find out more about the Croke Park
seminar this coming September, or to
register as a delegate, simply visit
www.tourandersson.co.uk;
email cpd@tourandersson.co.uk;
or call Tour & Andersson’s CPD
Seminar Co-ordinator on
Tel: 0044 - 1582 866 377. I
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Refrigeration Skillnet News
Refrigeration Skillnet, the industry-led training network for the
refrigeration and air conditioning industry, has appointed John
Sampson Chairman of the network board in place of Seamus Kerr,
who has stepped down after eight years in the role.

All change at Refrigeration Skillnet
John Sampson has been a prominent
member of the refrigeration and air
conditioning industry for many years and
has sat on the board of Refrigeration
Skillnet for eight years. He brings
experience and focus to the board to help
meet the challenges in the year ahead.
“I am proud to take up this role, and am
encouraged by the continued interest
from our members in growing and
developing the skills of refrigeration
engineers”, says John. “We have many
challenges ahead as an industry, with
both economic and environmental issues
driving the requirements for our
refrigeration engineering skills. It is critical
for our future business that our RAC
engineers meet those challenges with
well informed up-to-date knowledge.”
While Seamus Kerr is standing down
after many years at the helm, he will
remain as a board member and is
expected to play an active and vital role
in the affairs of the network going
forward.

About Refrigeration Skillnet

Howard Neville, newly-appointed Network
Manager, Refrigeration Skillnet.

helped me over that time and I am very
grateful for all the support I received
along the way.”
Howard Neville has been appointed to
fill the position of Network Manager and
he will have a regular column in bs news
from the September issue onwards

Network Manager
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Also changing is the position of Network
Manager. Enda Hogan, who has
admirably administered Refrigeration
Skillnet since 1999, is moving on to other
roles within the refrigeration sector.
“I have been fortunate enough to be in
this role for just over 10 years and have
thoroughly enjoyed my experience”, he
told bs news. “I want to say a very
sincere thanks to everyone who has

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol49/iss4/1

Seamus Kerr, outgoing Chairman
and John Sampson, incoming
Chairman of Refrigeration Skillnet.

For those unfamiliar with Refrigeration
Skillnet, it is a not-for-profit, industry-led
initiative of Skillnets Ltd, funded by the
National Training Fund through the
Department of Enterprise, Trade and
Employment. Refrigeration Skillnet works
closely with the Institute of Refrigeration
Ireland (IRI), providing training support for
members and companies working in the
installation, maintenance or design of
refrigeration and air conditioning systems.
It recently secured further funding from
the Department of Enterprise Trade and
Employment to meet the training
requirements for 2010, and will now
provide courses to support and upskill
RAC technicians and engineers with the
technical and soft skills needed for this
ever-developing industry.
Howard Neville told bs news: “We are
currently rolling out our summer/winter
programme. Our key focus at present is
providing training for refrigeration
engineers to meet the F-Gas (fluorinated
gasses) and ODS (ozone depleting
substances) regulations. In addition, a
new programme will feature a series for
users and specifiers, highlighting the
value provided in applying key criteria for
selecting and operating refrigeration and
air conditioning plant to achieve optimum
energy efficiency.
Contact: Howard Neville,
Refrigeration Skillnet. Tel: 01 – 885 5200;
Mobile: 087 – 764 3060;
email: howard@refrigerationskillnet.ie I
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Airostar from Carrier

Carrier Airostar AHUs with
energy recovery
Carrier 39SQ Airostar units are dual-flow air handling units equipped
with a high-efficiency air-to-air heat exchanger and a control system
for a plug-and-play installation.
he units are specially
designed to ensure economical
extraction of indoor air, and to
take in fresh air to meet current and
future requirements for high energyefficiency buildings.
The Airostar units are available in
two versions:
– High-efficiency 39QC units with
counter-flow plate heat exchanger
and highefficiency
39QR units
with rotary
heat
exchanger;
– Standardefficiency
39SQP units
with crossflow plate heat
exchanger to
ensure perfect leak-tightness
between the extract air flow and
the supply air flow.

T

Energy savings
The heat exchanger reclaims up to
90% of the heat from the extract air
and transfers it to the supply air,
considerably reducing the thermal
load on the heating and air
conditioning equipment.
The direct-drive fans to not suffer
any belt and pulley drive losses, are
more energy-efficient, and require
less maintenance. The extract and
supply air fan speed is independently
controlled by frequency inverters.
The control system permanently
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adjusts the fan speed based on the
supply duct pressure, or on a CO2
rate sensor, to take in the correct
fresh air quantity required in the
building, and to minimize power
consumption.
If the outside air temperature is
below the room temperature during
the night, outside the heating
periods, the Airostar is automatically

re-started in the free-cooling mode to
ensure pre-cooling of the building
and limit the cooling requirements
during the day.
Main features and benefits include
quick and easy plug-and-play
installation; complete design
flexibility; high-quality casing units;
technical data compliance in
accordance with Standard EN 1886.
Pro-dialogue AHU control
All Airostar units are equipped with a
control box that is integrated into the
unit and contains the electrical and
control components. This prodialogue AHU control combines
intelligence with operating simplicity.

It constantly monitors all operating
parameters and precisely manages
the operation of the air-to-air heat
exchanger, the fan speed and the
opening of the coil control valves, in
order to optimise energy efficiency.
The control also includes a web
server as standard that allows
access to the configuration and
operating parameters via simple-touse internet
navigation
software. Icons
accompanied
by clear text
messages
intuitively guide
the users.
In addition,
the system
offers several
consultation or
parameter modification levels with
password-protected access.
The new back-lit pro-dialogue+
user interface is equipped with a
control potentiometer that guarantees
legibility in all lighting conditions. The
information is clearly displayed while
navigation is via menus similar to
those on a web server.
The interface can be installed in
the unit control box or remotely at up
to 300m distance. If the units are
connected by a communication bus
in a network, a single interface can
be used for the complete site.
Contact: Austin McDermott, Core
Air Conditioning. Tel: 01 – 409 8912;
email:Austin@coreac.com I
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To celebrate Hitachi Ltd’s 100th anniversary Hitachi Air Conditioning & Refrigeration
Group is giving its customers the opportunity to receive a free 100-month warranty
on any order of its cutting-edge Utopia Split System air conditioner units.

Hitachi celebrates 100 years with
100-month warranties
Hitachi’s centenary birthday (16 July 2010) marks
100 years of innovation and success. Since its founding in
1910 as an electrical equipment repair shop, Hitachi Ltd has
evolved into a e100 billion global corporation. From designing
and manufacturing electric power plants through to fingervein recognition, RFID technology and innovative air
conditioning and refrigeration solutions, Hitachi remains
unmatched in its technical diversity.
Hitachi Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Group’s
centenary product promotions mean that
the first 100 customers who telephone
quoting “centenary” when ordering
a Utopia wall-mounted air conditioner
will receive a free 100-month warranty.
With heating and cooling capabilities
from 5.0kW to 11.2kW, the Utopia is
energy-efficient and cost-effective with
a COP of 4.83, EER of 4.03, and ultra-low
noise levels of 20 dB(A) (NR30).
Fergus Daly, Area Sales Manager, Hitachi Air
Conditioning & Refrigeration Ireland, said: “We want
to congratulate our parent company, Hitachi Ltd, for
100 years of amazing growth and achievement. It’s
fantastic that the three core founding values of Hitachi –
harmony, sincerity and pioneering spirit – still exist and are
actively adhered to today across all Hitachi Groups, including
Air Conditioning & Refrigeration. To mark this important time
in Hitachi’s history we are rewarding our customers with
product offers, while our employees are also taking part in
exciting social, community and charity activities.”

28

customers across 11 key business areas – air-conditioning
and refrigeration systems; power and industrial systems;
rail; industrial components and equipment; information
systems; high performance computing; digital media;
display products; procurement and sourcing; corporate
technology group (research & development) and the
Hitachi Design Centre. I

Hitachi worldwide
Hitachi Ltd, Japan, is headquartered in Tokyo, has
approximately 390,000 employees worldwide and
consolidated revenues of just over e100 billion. Hitachi
Europe Ltd is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Hitachi Ltd, Japan
and is based in Maidenhead in the UK. It has operations in 15
countries, including Ireland, and employs 470 people across
Europe, the Middle East and Africa.
As a “Best Solutions Partner” Hitachi Europe tailors its
services and solutions to meet the specific needs of its
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As the momentum gathers pace for greater energy efficiency
across all industry sectors, the Sustainable Energy Authority of
Ireland (SEAI) continues to devise cost-related incentives to
encourage specifiers and clients alike.

SEAI offers tax and grant incentives
for energy-efficient building services
At the moment two schemes should be of particular
interest to consultants and contractors when advising
clients and devising building services solutions. They are
the established Accelerated Capital Allowances (ACA)
scheme and the newly-introduced Energy Efficiency
Retrofit Fund. The former is a tax-related incentive while
the latter is a grant, albeit with understandable terms and
conditions.
The Accelerated Capital Allowances (ACA) scheme is
a tax incentive scheme for energy efficient equipment first
introduced in the Finance Act 2008. It offers businesses
investing in such equipment a double benefit of recurring
energy savings and an up-front tax incentive.
Under the ACA scheme, when money is spent on
eligible energy-efficient capital equipment, the company
can deduct the full cost of this equipment from its
profits in the year of purchase (rather than over the
normal eight years).
As well as reducing corporation tax liability, companies
investing in energy efficient equipment will gain from
ongoing energy use and cost savings over the lifetime
the equipment.

Specifiers – find qualifying equipment
The ACA provides a vetted list of demonstrated and proven
energy efficient equipment and provides a valuable
resource for specification and procurement of equipment.
Rigorous eligibility criteria, based on recognised testing,
certification, and performance standards, have been
devised for each of the technology groupings. All products
for listing are required to submit comprehensive information
and test data demonstrating a minimum energy efficient
performance according to the specified standard.
As the benefits of energy efficiency to an organisation’s
bottom line are increasingly recognised, the ACA list is
also a means of distinguishing products that have been
independently verified and are demonstrably best in
class in terms of energy efficiency.
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The list of eligible equipment was recently updated and
now includes over 5,800 products. A fully-searchable list
of products is available to view on www.seai.ie/aca. Log
on to find out if the equipment you bought, or plan to buy,
is eligible for the ACA.
It is important to note, particularly in these difficult trading
times, that if a company does not make a profit in the year
of purchase, the capital allowance can be carried forward
and offset against profits in following years. For more
definitive information on how to claim the ACA contact
The Irish Revenue Commissioners (www.revenue.ie).

Suppliers – get on expanded list
The scheme was further developed this year with the
introduction of an additional three qualifying equipment
categories – refrigeration and cooling systems; electromechanical systems; and catering and hospitality
equipment. In total the scheme now covers 49
technology groupings.
Following consultation on the qualifying criteria for the
three new categories of equipment, suppliers are now
invited to submit their products for inclusion on the list of
eligible equipment under 15 new technology groupings
in these categories. In addition, there are five new
technology groupings in the established categories
open for submissions.
For details on the new technology groupings,
criteria and application process, log on to
www.seai.ie/aca.

New retrofit grant scheme
SEAI has introduced a new scheme, called the Energy
Efficiency Retrofit Fund, under which public and private
sector organisations are invited to submit proposals for
ambitious projects aimed as demonstrating significant
energy savings, new procurement and contractual
models, and exemplars for replication. Log on to
www.seai.ie/grants/retrofit for details I
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Special
IndustryReport
Award

BIM fast coming
down the tracks!
“Recast of Energy Performance
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of Buildings Directive (EPBD) & How
Building Information Modelling (BIM)
Will Impact on Your Profession and
Practice” was the subject of a recent
CPD breakfast seminar and
networking event held in Engineers
Ireland. Approximately 50 delegates
attended, representing HSE, OPW,
Scott Tallon Walker, Mercury
Engineering, PM Group, Varming
Consulting Engineers, PJ Hegarty,
OCSC and Ethos Engineering.
Malachy Mathews, a BIM and CAD
module leader in the Department of
Architectural Technology, DIT Bolton
Street, was first to speak. He gave a
presentation on how he feels BIM will
affect the current traditional design
and construction business and how
BIM affects all the stakeholders in the
construction process, from concept to
handover and beyond. He stated that
clusters of integrated practices
collaborating together is what is now
required in the marketplace as the
days of the “CAD Jockey” are over.
Malachy stressed the importance of
all stakeholders inputting to the BIM
process in order for projects to run
smoothly and eradicate traditional
problems that occur on site. He
concluded by stressing that BIM
is coming down the tracks and that it
is imperative for all construction
professionals to embrace the process.
In his opinion, the professional
architectural technologist is the
person best placed to become creator
and curator of the building information
model. Currently there are not enough
skilled people in Ireland to get this
going and it is up to individual firms
to get BIM to the market first.
Dr Ken Beattie was next to address

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol49/iss4/1

the seminar. Ken is an
SEAI-approved
trainer of BER
Assessors for
Domestic
Buildings and
delivers the
Low Carbon
Consultants
(LCC)
course for
CIBSE in Ireland. Ken’s started by
explaining how a draft of the revised
Building Regulations Part L (TGD L)
will be circulated for public
consultation by The Department of the
Environment, Heritage and Local
Government (DEHLG) in early July
2010 and how the objective of the
2010 TGD L will be to achieve a 60%
improvement for dwellings on 2005
TGD L using the DEAP software.
Ken stressed the importance for
construction professionals to realise

Malachy Mathews, lecturer,
Department of Architectural
Technology Dublin School of
Architecture.

Dr Ken Beattie,
lecturer with
Department of
Building Services
Engineering, DIT
Bolton St.

that they now have the applications at
their disposal to use the BIM model
for predictive analysis. In order for
construction professionals to meet
the exacting standards of Part L, they
need to provide statistical analysis/
data that provides evidence of these
standards being met. Professionals
can now run applications using BIM
that provide feedback for planners,
clients etc that illustrate the energy
saving measures that are being
implemented to meet Part L
regulations.
The BIM model will provide a
fundamental basis for construction/
design team members to discuss
with the client the options open to
them throughout the build and how
energy saving measures can be
implemented to comply with Part
L regulations.
Contact: Precise Training.
Tel: 01 – 623 5997;
www.precisetraining.ie
Precise Training is a training company
specialising in delivering bespoke
courses to construction professionals
who wish to upskill in the sustainable
energy sector and construction-related
IT. Specialities of the company are BIM
modelling, BIM implementation (how
BIM imports into existing IT packages
such as COSTX, IES etc).
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After three years of development, Carel has introduced new air handling unit
software which incorporates a new control strategy to enhance energy
efficiency. Class-leading improvements have been made to all algorithms in
order to manage the thermometric conditions and achieve high energy savings
for the customer. This is a standard software control package which caters for
virtually all AHU applications.

CAREL solutions for AHUs
Leslie Mason, Sales Director for Carel Ireland told bs news:
"We are very enthusiastic about this new development as it has
been specifically designed to satisfy user requirements.”
– It is powerful and complete, incorporating all the necessary
modules for the designer, from smart free-cooling
management to CO2 control; adiabatic cooling; and highlevel integration with BMS and field devices such as VFDs
and RS485 serial sensors;

– It is smart software, which can be adapted to customer’s
requirements, reducing significantly the commissioning time
and risk of errors;

BACnet (BTL Certified) – now offers a full and tested
integration with Trend controls and other BMS systems, via
MS-TP and IP media.
1tool programming tool
1tool is the latest development tool for the Carel programmable
controller platform. This exclusive software programming
system developed by Carel allows rapid customisation, so as
to manage any application in the HVAC/R sector.
Licensed by Carel to advanced customers, especially in
the air-conditioning sector, 1tool allows them to independently
develop unique applications, exploiting the vast library of
components developed specifically for HVAC/R, guaranteeing
customisation of the application with complete confidentiality.
This development solution also allows customers to
differentiate their final product, that is, the air-conditioning or
refrigeration unit, so as to be more competitive on the market.
1tool features five different environments available to the
developer for managing all phases of the application program.
They cover everything from design to testing and debugging,
right through to commissioning in the field. The fundamental
aspect of this tool is integration. All the environments are linked
together to best support development of the application
program. Each environment is dedicated to the development of
a specific function and interacts with the other environments so
that the end-user gets:
– greater reliability, thanks to the real time error notification
in the design phase;

– It is extremely flexible, catering for virtually all AHU layouts
and solutions;

– a reduction in development times using the new functions
available, above all a vast library for HVAC/R applications;

– It is simple and user-friendly.
The software is complemented by a comprehensive package
of ancillary products including electrical panels, pressure,
temperature, humidity and air quality sensors, DP switches,
programmable controllers, humidifiers and monitoring that –
thanks to the open connectivity features of the PCO3 controller
via Modbus®, LonWorks®, SNMP, KONNEX, CAN bus and

– flexibility in terms of software customisation;
“All these features, new graphics and user-friendliness”, says
Leslie Mason, “make 1tool an excellent product that responds
to a variety of needs for the OEMs of the HVAC/R market.”
Contact: Leslie Mason, Carel Ireland.
Tel: 01 – 835 3745; Mobile: 086 – 255 0933
email: les@carel.ie I
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Clancy on crutches
Mick Clancy’s never-ending
quest to defy the ageing
process has finally caught up
with him. Trying to emulate his
soccer heroes during a recent
5-a-side run-out, he tore the
muscle in his groin and is now
hobbling around on crutches.
Come on Mick … it’s time to
hang up your boots and
concede to the passage of time!

Broderick’s 25-year
stretch
Congratulations to Vincent
Broderick who this month
celebrates 25 years service
with Potterton Myson Ireland.
Vincent has seen all manner
of changes over the last
quarter century and has been
instrumental in shaping, not
just the growth and development
of PMI, but also the industry
at large throughout Ireland.

back issues
Good weather
means less
clean energy
While no official figures were
available for Ireland as we went
to press, a report from the
Department of Energy & Climate
Change in the UK reveals that
electricity supplied from
renewable sources fell by as
much as 7.5% in the first three
months of this year compared
with 2009.
Reduced power output from
water turbines was put down to
the relatively dry weather for the
period in question, while low
wind speeds had an adverse
effect on wind energy generation.
Presumably, a similar exercise
for Ireland would reveal the
same scenario.
Looking to the immediate
and long-term future, this report
highlights once again the
importance of getting the
renewable mix right for countries
with climatic conditions such
as ours.

D’Arcy plays ‘Da Blues’
Like so many consulting engineers in Ireland, John D’Arcy has
suffered as a consequence of the construction downturn. Despite
his qualifications and vast experience, he has searched in vain for
a position within the business for over two years.
However, not one to sit back and do nothing, John has turned
what was his longtime hobby – playing
guitar – into a business. He is now playing
jazz and blues guitar at restaurant/hotel
venues, corporate gatherings, weddings,
social events, etc, either as a solo player
or as a member of a group. He is also a
qualified music teacher, with qualification
grades from Rockschool, the UK’s only
dedicated rock and pop exams board, and
operates as “The Mobile Guitar Teacher”.
Among the venues he has played so far are the Bay Restaurant,
Clontarf; The Gourmet Food Parlour, Dun Laoghaire; Pravada;
Cobblestone; Lucan, Ashbourne and Castleknock Golf Clubs;
Hugo’s Restaurant, Merrion Row; Ruairi Maguires Pub, Dundrum;
Douglas & Kaldi Restaurant, Dundrum and Sinners Restaurant,
Parliament Street.
Well done John on showing determination and initiative in the
face of the current situation. All you readers out there, remember
John when organising entertainment at your next social or
commercial event. He can be contacted directly at
email: jsdablues@yahoo.co.uk

Masdar City … pie in the
sky or sustainability
Utopia?
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With the first part of the hugelyambitious Masdar City project in Abu Dhabi
scheduled to open this year, could it be that
the dream of a zero-carbon, zero-waste,
mini-city serving a population of 50,000
is going to be realised?
In some respects Masdar City is straight
out of the sci-fi comic books of the 1950s.
All buildings are raised on a seven-metre
podium, with pedestrianised streets, so
electric cars – which can be summoned
by ‘phone – can travel freely underneath.
As for the design and operation of the
building services, the scale of the ambition
is almost unimaginable, yet somehow is
presented in a manner which suggests it
can be achieved. See www.masdarcity.ae
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Portable Air Conditioning

3.2kW

4.5kW
6.1kW

•
•
•
•
•
•

Selection of portables ranging from 3.2kW to 6.1kW
Self-Evaporating (no drain) 3.2kW to 4.5kW Units
Quiet Operation
Attractive Design
Ideal for Small Offices and Computer Rooms
Large Stocks Available

AVAILABLE FOR RENT OR PURCHASE
www.gtphelan.ie
24-25 Southern Cross Business Park, Bray, Co Wicklow
Ph: 01 286 4377

Fax: 01 286 4310

rodney@gtphelan.ie
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